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Outline 

• Reducing crime and improving public safety 

• The Crime Prediction Framework 

– The future: immediate, near and distant 

– Aligning predictions to service responses 

– Crime prediction and its sensitivity to spatial-temporal patterns of 

crime and the retrospective volume of crime data 
 

• Introduce a methodical framework for predicting crime and how this should 

then inform how you go about responding to crime 

 

 



It is not the sole responsibility of the police/law enforcement to 

reduce crime and improve public safety 

• Properly understanding 

crime involves linking with 

local partners 

• Need to identify specific 

role that partners should 

play (particularly in 

austere times) 



Good policing and effective crime reduction 
Involves three types of service response … 

 1. Immediate, operational response: for example, 

targeting of police resources on the next patrol shift 



Good policing and effective crime reduction 
Involves three types of service response … 

2. Medium-term, situational response: for example, working with other local 

agencies to remove opportunities for committing crime 

Tackling violent crime 

associated with night-time 

economy in Northampton 

Reducing 

motorbike 

theft in 

London 



Good policing and effective crime reduction 
Involves three types of service response … 

3. Long-term, strategic response: for example, 

addressing endemic causes through regeneration 

schemes, strategy, and changes in policy 
Before: chaotic, insecure storage, high theft 

After: organised storage, more secure, low theft 
Marylebone 

Station 



Predictive mapping techniques and data 

Shows where … but weaker in informing 

when, why, and what to do when there 

• When? lack of consideration given to what is meant by the 

future – the next few hours, days, weeks? 

– Predictions for different timeframes require different types of service 

response 

• Why? if spatial predictions of crime are to be made with 

confidence, the prediction must be based on clear 

theoretical principles (i.e., the prediction can be explained) 

– Which in turn informs the type of response and who is best placed to 

respond 

• Data and techniques: little consideration given to whether 

different retrospective periods of crime data and different 

techniques/models provide different predictions 

 



A year of crime in Newcastle (October 2013 to September 2014, n = 24,259) 

• How many of these crimes could have been 

predicted? 

• How would they have been prevented? 

The Crime Prediction 

Framework: supporting 

operational, partnership and 

strategic crime reduction 



Spatial crime prediction – the research 
Seven year research study into spatial prediction of crime 

 • Development of rigorous statistical methods for 

measuring prediction performance 
– Accuracy concentration curves (ROC curves) 

– Crime Prediction Index (area under the curve) 

• Prediction performance of spatial analysis techniques 

applied to crime data 
– Repeat victimisation, near repeat victimisation, hotspot analysis, 

spatial regression 

• Extent to which recent and historical crime informs 

future crime 

• Temporal stability of hotspots 

• Within the context of 20 years of practical experience 

of policing and public safety 

Crime Prediction Index 

1: perfect prediction (A) 

0.5: no better than chance (C) 



An analogy: weather forecasting 
Forecasting the next few days 

• Data: recent weather best predictor of the immediate future 

• Forecasting technique that draws on current known patterns of weather e.g., 

movement of weather fronts, rainfall radar, movement of high pressure 

systems 



An analogy: weather forecasting 
Forecasting the next week/month 

• Data: recent and historical weather patterns 

• Forecasting technique: models that combine recent 

weather patterns with upper atmosphere weather 

movements, and seasonal patterns 



An analogy: weather forecasting 
Forecasting the next few months and beyond 

• Data: historical and cyclical weather events (e.g., El Nino), and other non-

weather sources such as sea temperature, greenhouse gases 

• Forecasting technique: models that examine the relationship between variables 

that influence changes in climate 



Predictions aligned to service responses 

Immediate Near Distant Future Now 

Police/Law Enforcement Crime prevention initiatives Strategies and changes in policy 

Appear random Hotspots Persistent hotspots 

Spatial patterns 

Before After 



Predicting the immediate future 
The Crime Prediction Framework 

Immediate 

Future Past Now 

Law enforcement Responses: 

Repeats and 

near repeats 

• Foraging 

• Boost 

Patterns that predict: Theory that explains the prediction: 



Predicting the immediate future 
Patterns that predict: repeat and near repeat victimisation 

• The patterning of repeats and near repeats are 

considered to be the most powerful variables for 

predicting the immediate future 

• Repeat victimisation: 
Heightened risk (and temporal decay of this risk) after an initial victimisation 

- Newcastle (UK): 15% of all burglaries (2010) 

- South Auckland (NZ) 10% of all burglaries (2014) 

 

 

 

• Near repeat victimisation: 
Heightened risk within short space/time of originator incident 

Within 7 days and 200m of originator incident: 

- Newcastle: 23% of all burglaries (2010) 

- South Auckland: 15% of all burglaries (2014) 

Newcastle: predicted high 

risk areas for burglary based 

on patterning principles of 

RV and NRV of crimes from 

the last 7 days 



Predicting the near future 
The Crime Prediction Framework 

Immediate Near 

Future Past Now 

Law enforcement Crime prevention Responses: 

Hotspot 

analysis 

Repeats and 

near repeats 

Patterns that predict: 

• Foraging 

• Boost 

• Watering 

hole 

• Flag 

Theory that explains the prediction: 



Predicting the near future 
Patterns that predict: good hotspot analysis 

 
• Where crime concentrates one month 

– Likely to concentrate in same location the next month! 

Assaults March 2010 

Assaults April 2010 

Burglary March 2010 

Burglary April 2010 

Example: Newcastle, England 



Predicting the distant future 
The Crime Prediction Framework 

Immediate Near 

Future Past Now 

Law enforcement Crime prevention Responses: 

Hotspot 

analysis 

Repeats and 

near repeats 

• Foraging 

• Boost 

• Watering 

hole 

• Flag 

Distant 

Strategy/policy 

Patterns that predict 

 

 

Theory that explains the prediction: 

Spatial 

regression 

• Risk factors 



Predicting the distant future 
Patterns that predict: spatial regression 

• Identifying those variables that are statistically related to distribution of crime 

– Geographically Weighted Regression – identifies spatially varying relationships 

• Coefficients can be used to help predict how change in explanatory variable is likely to 

influence change in crime 

• Example: domestic burglary in Newcastle, UK 
– Significant variables: burglary offenders, student population, Asian population 

Offenders Students Asian Burglary 



Predicting the distant future 
Patterns that predict: spatial regression 

• Identifying those variables that are statistically related to distribution of crime 

– Geographically Weighted Regression – identifies spatially varying relationships 

• Coefficients can be used to help predict how change in explanatory variable is likely to 

influence change in crime 

• Example: domestic burglary in Newcastle, UK 
– Significant variables: burglary offenders, student population, Asian population 

• Example: violent assaults 

in Newcastle, UK 

– City centre: 10% increase 

in pubs, bars and 

nightclubs could yield 9% 

increase in assaults 

Poisson GWR assaults 

and licensed premises 

Coefficients for 

licensed premises 



Summary 
The Crime Prediction Framework 

Immediate Near 

Future Past Now 

Law enforcement Crime prevention 

Responses: 

Hotspot 

analysis 

Repeats and 

near repeats 

• Foraging 

• Boost 

• Generators/

attractors 

• Flag 

Distant 

Strategy/policy 

Patterns that predict 

 

 

Theory that explains the prediction: 

Spatial 

regression 

• Risk factors 

Predicting crime: where will 

crime occur in the future? 



Summary 
The Crime Prediction Framework 

Immediate Near 

Future Past Now 

Law enforcement Crime prevention 

Responses: 

Hotspot 

analysis 

Repeats and 

near repeats 

• Foraging 

• Boost 

• Generators/

attractors 

• Flag 

Distant 

Strategy/policy 

Patterns that predict 

 

 

Theory that explains the prediction: 

Spatial 

regression 

• Risk factors 

Different data, different techniques 

perform best for different time 

frames of the future 

Predicting crime: where will 

crime occur in the future? 

Need to consider what we 

mean by the future 

Prediction performance of mapping 

techniques provides a benchmark 

against which other techniques can 

be compared 



A year of crime in Newcastle (October 2013 to September 2014, n = 24,259) 

• How many of these crimes could have been 

predicted? 

• How would they have been prevented? 

Prediction extent estimates: 

25% - Repeats + near repeat patterns 

Further 25% - hotspots 

Further 20% - persistent hotspots  



Conclusions 

• Reducing crime and improving public safety is not only about 

tackling the immediate future 

– Predictive policing approach that purely orients itself to the 

immediate future results in placing more onus on police/law 

enforcement as the sole reduces of crime 

– Undermines opportunities for shifting/sharing responsibility with 

other partners 

• Crime Prevention Framework 

– Aligning predictions to service responses: immediate, near, distant 

– Crime prediction is sensitive to the retrospective data used and to 

spatial-temporal patterns of crime 

• Prediction is not only about where and when … 

– Need to explain why so you can determine what to do to counter 

the predicted activity and who (other than police) is best placed to 

respond 
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Visit our website as it has lots of free guides, booklets and papers, 

and details of conferences 

• JDiBrief: www.jdibrief.com 
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